
ABSTRACT 

Post-operative Vision Loss (POVL) is a rare but devastating surgical 
complication that there is still little understood. The complication 
has a significant impact on quality of life for the patients it affects. 
Since there is little that can be done to improve patient outcome 

postoperatively, being proactive is the primary concern. This review 
addresses patient characteristics that can put a patient at higher risk 

for developing POVL as well as identifies high-risk surgeries. The 
intent of this review is to inform the audience of the complication of 
POVL and better equip anesthesia providers with the knowledge to 
avoid visual loss following general anesthesia. By analyzing factors 

that put patients in danger as well as guidelines that are thought to 
reduce the complication, anesthesia providers will have the 

knowledge to optimize patient safety. 
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DISCUSSION 

Addressing the factors that put patients at most risk for this 
complexity can facilitate a safer operative environment for patients 

and protect medical providers from malpractice allegations. To 
better understand the etiology of post-operative vision loss, a 

review of the physiology, incidence, and factors associated with the 
complication must be considered. Few post-operative complications 
decrease a patient’s quality of life in a way comparable to blindless. 

Although the implications are significant, there is little definite 
understanding on the subject and several potential mechanisms to 
consider. A discussion on the possible risk factors and prevention 

strategies can benefit a wide range of medical provider, but 
specifically anesthesia providers. Although the responsibility of 

patient safety lies on everyone in the operating room, the 
anesthesia providers typically carry the blame in the event of 

undesirable outcomes. An analysis of factors such as hemodilution, 
fluid management, patient positioning, and duration of surgery 

were all determine to be associated with the occurrence of POVL. 

ASA PREOPERATIVE CONSIDERATIONS 

Obtain a baseline ophthalmic or neuro-ophthalmic evaluation 
Consider vascular risk factors 

Preoperative anemia 
Suggest staging of prolonged procedures 

Consider potential blood loss for procedure 
Discuss transfusion threshold with patient as well as other healthcare 

providers
Assess whether patient is considered high-risk 

Provide the patient with informed consent of POVL 

CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, the devastating complication of post-operative vision loss 
can have a significant impact on a patient’s quality of life. Since there are 
few treatment options that yield success, it’s important to be vigilant in 
identifying high-risk patients preoperatively. Factors that can qualify a 
patient as being high risk can be about patient characteristics such as 
male gender, anemic, and hypotensive or pertaining to the surgery. 

Surgeries classified as high-risk are typically spinal or cardiac procedures 
that can be prolonged in duration or carry a relatively large estimated 
blood loss. Although POVL is considered rare and there is still a lot of 
information left unknown, it is clear that the phenomenon is worth 

better understanding to optimize patient safety.
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